
 Those in power, including those who wear uniforms and those who seek to represent us and our 
communities, will try and divide us. They will say that some of those taking to the streets against the police 
are ‘outsiders.’ They will say that there are some who are ‘protesting wrong.’ But aren’t the police from 
outside of our communities? Where has working within the system gotten us? Only by fighting and driving 
the police out do we stand a chance in controlling our communities, streets, and very lives.  
             Now is the time to increase and push farther in our actions. We must   
                    take and hold territory. We must drive the police out from our   
           neighborhoods and make them police free zones. When we take  
             areas and find the networks of the state within it (police   
                stations, immigrant detention facilities, jails, etc) we must   
                  take them out and bring them down. We must begin the   
        process of the redistribution of the products that we and  
              other workers have created. We must begin to take land  
           and defend it, such as the massive garden that was   
            created after the LA Rebellion in South Central LA that  
            was only recently destroyed, (South Central Farm). We  
          must also begin to come together on these streets and  
                coordinate and meet face to face with each other, to  
          not only defend and expand the uprising, but   
                      also to take care of each other and organize  
                   ourselves. Form assemblies, take and hold  
           territory, take back what has been   
             stolen, and drive out the police once  
              and for all.   

 Our hearts go out to everyone on the streets of Anaheim that have been fighting the police. We support in full those that have taken action, took 
to the streets, stormed the police station, wrote graffiti in support of the rebellion, fought the police by any means necessary, attacked capitalist 
property, blocked streets, and run the police out of their neighborhoods. Your actions are an inspiration to all those that live in fear of police terror and 
violence and shows to the world that we do not have to watch our loved ones bleed to death on the streets under the hooves of pigs. We do not have to 
accept any of this; we can organize ourselves and start to act. We can drive the police off our streets and direct our rage against those who would kill accept any of this; we can organize ourselves and start to act. We can drive the police off our streets and direct our rage against those who would kill 
us. In Greece, in Egypt, in Chiapas, and in Anaheim. We live a life of fear under their guns and dogs, but in the last few nights, they have been afraid – and 
we have never felt so alive.   
 Throughout California, we have seen centuries of people trying to work with the State and its authorities, while they have offered us nothing but 
bloodshed and terror. California is built on the graves of Native people and generations of slaves; fueled by an economy that generates billions through 
the labor of migrant workers who risk death, deportation, and extreme work conditions. People who divide the uprising along “good” protesters vs. “bad” 
ones or “outsiders” and “community members,” are trying to stop the uprising. But the revolt does not belong to those that seek to divide or represent 
the movement to those in power; it belongs to everyone that fights back. 
  The police of today are the same as the slave catchers of yesterday. They are the same as the Mission priests and conquistadors who rounded 
up Native peoples and forced them to work as slaves. They are the same as the strike breakers and thugs who attacked those fighting in the fields for 
better conditions and pay. And, just as then when people rose up to burn down the plantation, set fire to the Mission or fled from it, rose up against police 
injustice as in Los Angles in 1992, and went out on strike and shut down the fields – so do we today. 

he Fires You Have Lit

urns within us too. 


